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Tanach II: Our National Relationship with God: Ideal to Real
Big Idea: Develop the concept of our national relationship with God and how we as a
people attempt to develop/maintain this connection through Bamidbar and then
through the ritual observance of the Haggim.
We will look at texts in Shmot, Bamidbar and Ketuvim in order to explore this concept.

Essential Questions:
1. How does the Tanach illustrate the ideal Divine-human encounter through the

mishkan and what is the relevance for Judaism as it develops in our time?
2. Why/how does the nation of Israel struggle to develop a relationship/connection with

God in the wilderness?
3. How does ancient literature become part of our contemporary practice?
4. How does exile influence Jewish society and culture?
5. What is the role of midrash?
6. What does it mean to read the Torah “Jewishly”?

Enduring Understandings:

1. The mishkan is a symbol of the human-Divine encounter, the centerpiece of the
emerging Jewish nation and a template for future religious practice.

2. The struggle stories depict the fears, hopes and desires for growth to meet human
needs.

3. The struggle stories are test cases that ultimately result in failures that are rooted in
the human failing to fulfill the covenant and develop/retain connection with God.

4. Holidays are a post-Temple derivative of what was done in the past and they are
based on passages/verses written in the Torah.

5. Midrash is the method Jews use to read beyond the literal; it is the approach that
empowers and enables us to actualize the ideals that would otherwise be relegated to
the potential (e.g. the mishkan and beit hamikdash are historical potentials, that
through ritual become actualized). Rituals are models to illustrate success (i.e. the
shalosh regalim).

Content Knowledge: Students will know…
1. Narratives in review (these texts were covered in Tanach I – although not all of Har

Sinai (or any for my class, but they will be familiar as they are the advanced
students) (1)

2. Narratives (new) of Bamidbar and Ketuvim (2-3)
3. How to articulate some qualities of the individual vs national connections to God

(1A)
4. Language of Brit (1A)
5. How to articulate how the mishkan is a physical representation of the connection

with God, that people need. (1B)
6. The different arguments put forth by Rashi and Ramban about the purpose of the

mishkan. (1B)



7. The specific failings of the people within the wilderness (prototype, lack of faith,
misguided desire for connection with God in both content and approach) and how
these ultimately are rooted in a desire for growth. (2)

8. The difference and similarities between the mishkan and the Beit Hamikdash (2D)
9. The relationship between the Haggim rituals and the ideal of the Beit Hamikdash and

how they were developed over time (3)
10. How exile and the absence of the ideal (beit hamikdash) influences the development

and practice of our haggim. (3)
11. The connections between the texts we read on the Haggim and the themes of the

Haggim themselves. (3)
12. Relevant commentaries:

a. Sforno and Rashi on Jacob text – and what they imply about God’s
intentions for the human-Divine relationship (1A)

b. Ramban, Rashi and Ibn Ezra on the purpose of the mishkan (in relation to
the golden calf or not) (1B)

c. Rashbam, Rashi, Sforno, Ramban on Bamidbar 11:1; Rashi, Ramban 11:5
(2A)

d. Menachem Leibtag on Esther (3)

Skill Knowledge: Students will be able to…
1. Work with the text in Hebrew (with possible assistance of wordlists and dictionaries)
2. Practice specific techniques to analyze the text (milim manhot, character motivations,

narrator/author point of view, authorship study, ANET)
3. Access the commentaries using Torat Chayim and other sources
4. Analyze the text for meaning on the highlighted themes
5. Reflect personally on the texts and the concept of the human-Divine encounter

Unit 1: Establishing the Ideal
A. Individual vs National Connections
1. Bereshit 28:10-22: set up for EQ1, EQ5 and EQ6/EU1 and EU 5

a. How does Jacob’s Ladder illustrate the individual human-divine encounter?
2. Har Sinai Shmot 19-34 (Bekiut): set up for EQ1, EQ5 and EQ6/EU 1 and EU 5

a. How does Har Sinai characterize the national human-divine encounter?
b. What differences are there in the scope of the human –divine relationships

between individuals and the nation as a whole with God?
c. How do you translate the ideal into something real?

Assessment:
How do you translate the ideal into something real? The need for a physical symbol

1. Analyze Jacob’s use of a rock as a symbol for his connection to God
a. Using close reading of the psukim, find three ways Yaakov creates a

connection with God (physical symbol-rock, formalization/place-naming of
place, interaction with God – dream/vow)

b. Explain the importance in general/big picture terms for each of these
elements

2. Analyze how a national model must update/adapt the individual model from Jacob,
specifically addressing how the nation’s needs are different from the needs of an
individual.



a. Develop your understanding of the needs of the nation fully using the model
of Har Sinai

b. List the specific requirements of a national model of connection (interaction
with God- 10 commandments, yes we will; preparation - preparation of
people; formalization/awe inspiring – smoke,fire,sounds; place – Sinai)

3. Create a national symbol for connection with God
a. Design a national model of connection to God that fulfills any necessary

functions of the individual model, and any additional functions of a national
relationship

b. Explain the importance of each of the above functions using pasukim to
support your ideas

c. Write a proposal for your model to be presented to the Israelite nation
(Power point or Storyboard model) that persuasively makes the case for your
idea

4. Evaluate a peer model using your assessment of the needs for a national model
a. In what ways do your peer’s ideas coalesce with your own?
b. In what ways do your peer’s ideas differ from your own?
c. Does reviewing your peer’s model, spark ideas to change/improve your

project?
d. In the end which model do you prefer and why?

B. Making the Connection: Getting it Right, Getting it Wrong
1. Golden Calf – Shmot 32:1-33:23: EQ/EU2, EU3, EQ6

a. The golden calf is an attempt to fill the void (Moshe is MIA) and establish
the connection absent the covenant.

b. There is a need for connection but it is misunderstood without the
relationship with God

2. Getting it Right: the Mishkan: Shmot 34:1-31, 35:1-15, Rashi, Ramban, Ibn
Ezra: EQ/EU1, EQ/EU5, EU6

a. These passages establish the mishkan as a response/symbol of connections
and brit

b. How does the notion of “place” get established with the mishkan?
c. How does the notion of “time” (i.e. festivals) get established at Har Sinai?
d. How do we make sense of the chronology of the Torah?

Assessment: How does the mishkan fulfill the human need for connection with God?
1. Analyze the mishkan passages and

a. Identify the elements of the mishkan that fulfill (or attempt to fulfill) the
human need for connection with God (physical symbol, place (for interaction
with God), formalization/awe – gold, silver, portability)

b. Identify the elements of the mishkan that show God’s desires and/or
requirements for connection with humans (portability, place – for interaction
with God, formalization/awe; limited access for people and donations)

2. Reflect: Evaluate which view of the mishkan do you agree with most, Rashi or
Ramban?

a. Be sure to address both ideas and how they deal with the question of
chronology in the text.



b. Explain your opinion of why you prefer one or the other. No fence sitters –
Take a stand one way or the other

3. Compare your previous idea for a national model of connection with God to the
mishkan model. Using your answer in 2b address the following questions:

a. How are they similar? What elements do they share/address in the same (or
different ways)?

b. What elements are different (in goals or implementation)?
c. Knowing the story of the Golden Calf, would you update your model at all

and if so how, and if not why not?

Unit 2: Human Condition: Struggle Stories of Bamidbar
A. Mitlonenim , chapter 11; Rashi, Rashbam, Sforno, Ramban on 11:1; Rashi and

Ramban on 11:5 : EQ/EU2, EU3, EQ/EU5, EQ6
a. This story is the prototype for the complaint stories which repeat throughout

Bamidbar and within Shmot
b. What are the possible underlying causes of these complaints?
c. How does this story represent a misguided attempt of the people to develop/

maintain relationship and connection to God?
d. Formative Assessment:

B. Mraglim , chapter 13-14; Dvarim 1:22-45;Rashi 13:2; Ramban 13:2: EQ/EU2,
EU3, EQ/EU5, EQ6

a. How does this story represent a misguided attempt of the people to develop/
maintain relationship and connection to God?

b. How does this story represent a crisis of faith in the brit with God?
c. What is the significance of the consequence of the generation of slaves dying

before entering the land?
d. Formative Assessment:

C. Korach, chapter 16; Ramban 16:1; Ibn Ezra 16:1; ch8:13-19; shmot 13:1-2: EQ/
EU2, EU3, EQ/EU5, EQ6

a. How does this story represent a misguided attempt of the people to develop/
maintain relationship and connection to God?

b. This story illustrates a rebellion against God’s instructions on several levels
and by several constituencies.

c. What can we learn from this story about leadership and how to approach
authority?

d. How does nepotism or hereditary leadership cause problems?
e. Formative Assessment:

Assessment: Final Exam
Using 2 of 3 Bamidbar texts, describe how you understand the ideal relationship with
God?
Be sure to address:
1. The attempts to achieve connection with God and the ways in which the people are

misguided or fall short in their attempts.
2. How this relates to the concept of the mishkan.
3. Include 3 commentaries we have used this semester to support your ideas.



4. Make sure your assertions are grounded in the text and use textual evidence.
5. Follow the 5 paragraph essay format, with a well developed and thoughtful thesis, 3

examples, introduction and conclusion.

Unit 2D: Transition from Mishkan to Beit Hamikdash to loss of Beit Hamikdash
Text:Dvarim passages about going up to Jerusalem to do sacrifices for
festivals16:1-17; EU4, EQ/EU5, EQ6
1. Mishkan is a portable precursor to the Beit Hamikdash
2. In what ways is the mishkan different from the Beit Hamikdash and how are these

differences significant?
3. Loss?

Unit 3: Historical Dimension: Condition of Exile – mishkan becomes haggim.
Holidays are the place we:
A. Reflect and ask Why/how we cope with exile – Purim/Hanukkah: EQ3, EQ/

EU4, EQ/EU5, EQ6
a. Hanukkah-Maccabim 1-2; Talmud Shabbat

i. How does rededication of the Temple help us retain hope under a
foreign power?

ii. Why is this holiday so resonant with the Jewish people post Temple
(today and before X-mas)?

iii. How does the historical reality of the Jews under foreign powers
influence the Rabbis focus on the “miracle” of Hanukkah?

b. Assessment - test
c. Purim – Esther; Menachem Leibtag, Yonaton Grossman (VBM); Talmud ?

i. How does Esther make allusions to the Beit Hamikdash and what do
these allusions teach us about exile

ii. How does parody permeate the text and how does this relate to the
condition of exile?

iii. How does our current state of assimilation in America relate to the
state of assimilation in Esther and what message does the text seem
to send about assimilation?

iv. Why do the rabbis interpret Esther as the time when the people
rededicate themselves to Judaism and take on the obligation of
Ma’ariv? How do you relate to this interpretation?

d. Through haggim readings we express our need to yearn for connection with
God, Beit Hamikdash and the mishkan.

e. Assessment comparing Esther and Maccabim?

B. Greive – the loss of the ideal – Tisha B’av: Eicha ch?: EQ3, EQ/EU4, EQ/EU5,
EQ6

a. What is the benefit of commemorating loss?
b. How do we reconcile the establishment of the state and the loss of the

Temple (explore Reform/conservative Tchuvot on this topic?)
c. Possible timeline connection to Yom Hashoah and Yom Hazikaron?
d. Assessment ?



C. Recreate the experience of the religious ideal in the shalosh regalim – Sukkot,
Pesach, Shavuot, Tefilah: EQ3, EQ/EU4, EQ/EU5, EQ6

a. These haggim recreate the “sacrifice to God” as well as gathering the
community or “reconnecting”.

b. These haggim recreate the Beit Hamikdah (relational) mentality where there
is not a Temple, place, home, or stability (need to yearn).

c. How does ritual replace the need for sacrifice or gathering in modern/
historical practice of haggim/prayer?

d. Sukkot Haftorah:2nd day sukkot Kings I: 8:2-21
e. Shir Hashirim; Ibn Ezra?, Rashbam?, Rashi?

i. What is the allegory?
ii. What is the connection of the text to Pesach?

f. Tehilim through Tefilah;
i. What role do Tehilim play in Tefilah?

ii. How does this relate to the idea of yearning for Beit Hamikdash?
iii. What role does ritual play in daily prayer and in what ways does this

make a connection to Beit Hamikdash?
g. Ruth; Waskow connecting Matan Torah to Shavuot

i. How does Shavuot become the celebration of Matan Torah?
ii. Why do we read Ruth on Shavuot?

iii. In connecting Ruth to Shavuot, what aspects of Ruth’s character
become emphasized? How does she compare to Tamar? To Esther?

Assessment – final Exam


